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This is a difficult work to write a preface for, because it’s the sort of thing 
that should be allowed to speak for itself.  

There is much to say about the story that is told here, about the characters  
it presents and the issues it deals with; but to speak of it now, before  
you’ve seen a single panel of this beautiful comic, would spoil the magic  
of its telling, the slow unfolding of the protagonist’s complicated life, and  
the  gradual revelations that seem to come to this character and to the 
audience at the same time, in an unmediated collage of the human self.

If I tell you too much now, you won’t be able to live a life alongside this 
anonymous individual, which is the unique pleasure that this narrative 
offers. (Likewise in discussing this narrative’s relation to its creators’ 
personal lives.)

This much I can say: it’s good. 
Really good. 

It’s an important story, one which I believe speaks for many whose  
stories have gone untold, and it is delivered with unmatched directness 
and delicacy, like foie gras on a knife blade. It’s an exquisite dish: Remy’s 
watercolor depictions make each panel a story of its own, revealing in 
Michelle’s brash, up-front, brutally funny writing voice an undercurrent of 
softness, a quiet melancholy which might otherwise have been lost. The 
compatibility of the two artists’ styles is, of course, something else that 
speaks for itself. Together, they have created a truly singular work, which 
you are lucky enough to be on the precipice of experiencing.

That’s enough, I think - time to read the damn thing already. I just did, again. 
It’s still good.

–WILL TOLEDO
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For Francine Bridge, 
Who told me to keep the faith.

I’m thankful for the family that put up with  
me, and the family I made putting this together. 

Thanks to Karl Parenkenings for motivating me to 
sit down and write something for the first time. 

Thank you to my mom for supporting me. And 
Eliza and Will. Thanks to Cate Wurtz and Simon 
Hanselmann for their work which continues to 

inspire me. Thanks to Raine Dog and Omaha the 
Cat Dancer for their influence on THE PERVERT.

Thank you to @h3rken who provided her 
photography as reference. 

MICHELLE PEREZ
 @rubblewoman

REMY BOYDELL
@slimgiltsoul

slimgiltsoul.com
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A surprisingly honest and touching account of a trans girl surviving  
through sex work in Seattle, THE PERVERT is an unflinching debut graphic  

novel. This full-color volume, drawn and painted by Remy Boydell and  
written by Michelle Perez, continues and expands upon the story that  

was first seen in the Eisner-nominated anthology ISLAND.

“I love Remy Boydell.”
ELIZA GAUGER (PROBLEM GLYPHS)
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“With THE PERVERT, Perez and Boydell strike 
an almost impossible path between desperation 
and hope, alienation and connection. A brutally 
beautiful book. People are going to lose their 

minds over how great this is.”

ALEX DEGEN  
(FUTURE SHOCK ZERO,  

FELONY COMICS) 

“It’s an important story, one which I believe 
speaks for many whose stories have  
gone untold, and it is delivered with  

unmatched directness and delicacy.” 

WILL TOLEDO 
(CAR SEAT HEADREST)

“I legitimately am in love with this book. I want 
to take this book back to my place and have it 

silently judge my reading habits and action figure 
collection. If this book were a person I would 
hook up with it once in 2012, then think fondly 
about it intermittently for the rest of my life.” 

JARED ROSEN  
(RIOT GAMES)

“THE PERVERT tells a potently human story 
through glimpses of a life, using its combination 

of natural, grounded dialogue with dreamy 
visuals to gut check you right in the emotions.”   

ZOË QUINN  
(CRASH OVERRIDE)


